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What is does it mean to generate circulating histories?

For our purposes, the word history represents the chronicling of  episodes and events over time that 
defines the nature of  an organization or institution. Your history shapes your story and how others see 
you. To investors, your history is key to helping them understand your capacity to carry out the terms of  a 
project’s initiative.   

History is not linear, nor static. It is rooted in how you establish the basic relationships that your 
organization builds and maintains. It is shaped by your organization’s capacity to learn new strategies from 
past experiences by recognizing your present situation. Additionally, by redirecting historic trends toward 
restructuring everyday events and episodes, you may be able to generate a more productive and attractive 
history for future initiatives that will:

Ø Circulate your story to a wider audience
Ø Match your story with an appropriate financing tool
Ø Grow your future history by converting users and citizens into an invested public
Ø Generate an expanded network of  relationships for future initiatives

Case Study: Library

Ø Circulate your story to a wider audience

The library has been doing innovative work, built a wide customer base, and radically expanded the role 
of  the library in the community, carrying forth key traditions and shifting toward new services. It has a tax 
increment and potential donors. It has a diverse and growing set of  users and fans.

Ø Match your story with an appropriate financing tool

The traditional route for this library is to create a mixed bag of  debt financing and donor gifts, which is 
expensive and limits the scale of  the project plans. This also locks the library into a long history of  debt 
servicing and will limit the ability to carry on operating events that have attracted this wider audience. The 
library is looking for more creative financing options that align with its circumstances.

Ø Grow your future history by converting users and citizens into an invested public

The library’s fan base is growing as the community’s population shifts to more young families. The 
community wants to gain from the increased capabilities of  the library and would also benefit from 
circulating the capital it will take to increase these capacities within the community instead of  that capital 
being extracted to a distant place. By allowing citizen investors, the community gets the library and the 
circulating tax-based returns from the project, which in turn doesn’t diminish the library’s capacities and 
circulates these revenues back through the community.  
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Ø Generate an expanded network of  relationships for future initiatives

Now the community has an invested public that not only benefits from the completion of  the project 
but also captures part (if  not all) of  the financial returns that the project has generated, thereby 
enhancing the livelihoods of  the citizens and the community itself. This feeds an expanding relationship 
between the citizens and the community that allows needed projects to be implemented and acted upon 
in quick, creative, and flexible ways.

Building a “Fund of  Local Knowledge”

The library project is now part of  the history that is circulated as part of  the expanding fund of  local 
knowledge across the municipality, its citizens, and its investors. The circulating history may lead to or be 
compounded with other projects from multiple infrastructure sectors, all of  which continue to add to the 
knowledge base and the history. Increased circulating revenues enhance more livelihoods and generate 
more conversations that the municipality can explore with its citizens. 

This also serves as a real-world example for other communities by showing them how projects can be 
implemented faster than by using traditional avenues and empowering them to be more generative in 
their own actions—leading to sustainable, resilient, and prosperous communities that have greater 
creativity and flexibility in adapting to changing and challenging environments.

Corresponding Visuals

Page 3: Current Project Financing Box
- with Municipality/County/Community Capital Flow Macros

Page 4: Current Project Financing Box
- with Municipality/County/Community Project Situation Flow Macros

Page 5: What our Clients, their Citizens and Impact Investors seek to Create
- with Capital and Project Flow Macros

Page 6: A Distributive Municipality/County System that Speeds up the Pace of  Project 
Implementation, Builds your History, Improves Outcomes and Circulates an Increasing 

amount of  Wealth Locally
- with a Generating Circulating Histories Flow Macros
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Current Project Financing Box
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A Distributive Municipality/County System that Speeds up the 
Pace of  Project Implementation, Builds your History, Improves 

Outcomes and Circulates an Increasing amount of  Wealth 
Locally
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